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Abstract. Logic and evolution in ontogenetic processes for
Architectural design was the title for a summer program taught at the
Escuela de Arquitectura of the Universidad Anahuac from June to July
2008 in the State of Mexico, Mexico. Every single result in
architectural design follows logical steps enclosed in the design
processes. These logical processes evolve through space-time
sequences in order to generate a diversity of possible solutions.
In Biology an ontogenetic process refers to the development of an
individual organism, anatomical or behavioral feature from the earliest
stage to maturity. Following this development criteria students were
encouraged to understand the main logics of natural and physical
systems through the aid of computer programming. These logics must
be understood as tridimensional geometries digitally generated. Right
from the beginning all processes generated during the explorations and
investigations had to be visualized as integral design performances.
The integral design system must embedded structure, function, form
and material capacities through the aid of computer programming,
digital fabrication technologies and material assembling techniques. It
is important to note that final prototypes had to demonstrate the
diversity of capacities of the whole system in order to automate the
components in evolution.
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1. Mathematical conception to CAD Education
Through mathematics we can explain and define most of the natural and
physical evolutionary manifestations. In Architecture it is also mathematics
that explains an evolutionary design process, right from its conception to the
completed building. Eventually all the information that we can perceive and
explain can be synthesized by numbers, for example coordinates, distances,
geometries, motion, space and time, which finally will be used in
mathematics as variables, equations or formula.
On the other side architectural education is not an equal manifestation of
mathematics as a concept to design or to generate architecture, but an
imagery or utopian concept that arises when thinking of a building. In Latin
– America and more particularly in Mexico, there is not a straight research
line in terms of CAD education as there is in Europe, Asia or North
America. During the present paper I will not explain the issues whether this
happens and how could it be solved, but the way in which we, as professors,
can wisely drive faster processes to put the students on a higher criteria of
natural and physical systems and eventually a better understanding of CAD
and CAM systems knowledge.
2. CAD Education in Mexico City
A summer program case study developed (taught to students from the
second to the fourth year of the architectural undergraduate program) at the
Escuela de Arquitectura of the Universidad Anahuac in Mexico City will
demonstrate the emergent design capacities of the physical and digital
outcome when using computer programming as an evolutionary concept for
architectural design. It is important to note that the research teams didn’t
have any previous criteria neither of computer science, emergent or material
systems nor even in some cases of CAD systems. The investigations
presented in this paper will cover criteria from natural systems and
computer science to responsive, interactive and code programming through
material techniques, motion models and emergent systems.
These educational processes could be emphasized in both the
undergraduate and postgraduate programs and will not be particularly
focused on Mexico or Latin – America Schools of Architecture, but else
they would be a way to address faster learning processes and an easier way
to understand advanced computer programming in the world.
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3. Logic and evolution in natural and physical systems
There is a logic in which natural and physical systems develop their
evolution. In Biology Genetics refers to the study of heredity and the
variation of inherited characteristics. The study of heredity in Genetics field
is aimed from genotype to phenotype. On one hand genotype refers to the
full hereditary information of an organism and on the other phenotype is the
set of observable characteristics of an organism resulting from the
interaction of its genotype with the environment such as morphology,
development or behavior [Figure 1]. Correlatively there is no phenotype
without its genotype and vice versa. Then we can deduce there is an integral
design process from the conception of the genotype of an organism to its
observable features in a physical space or environment.

Figure 1. Two alleles are crossed with each other and resulting in phenotype variation
through the application of genotype rules

We also can deduce there is a correlatively relation between genotype
and phenotype with the environment. Then the same genotype could be
identified with different observable features when interacting at different
environment of physical spaces with different characteristics [Figure 2].
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Figure 2. Phenotype variations according to different physical environment

Therefore our logic in architectural design has to do with these kinds of
relationships. While the genotype through computer programming code
generates the evolution of a system, the phenotype shows on the screen the
physical features of that particular code.
At the beginning there is only a set of geometries that respond to specific
patterns and forms, which at the same time are related to the material
performances. The main logics of our phenotype are contained at the design
of a topological structure, which has already been designed at a genotype
level i.e. digitally conceived. Once again here, by using computerprogramming codes, which will be explained more in detail at the following
chapter, we are embedding integral processes from the very beginning, at
digital technologies, to the diversity of possible outcome by using the
correct material assembling techniques. [Figure 3]

Figure 3. Phenotype variations according to embedded design and material control
assembling (work developed by Manuel David, Dany David y Marianela Quinzañoz)
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4. Programming languages as the very basic way to understand the
physical Universe
After a short explanation on how natural and physical organisms evolve
their systems through space-time and other related issues that integrate our
design philosophy I taught students the very basics of scripting through
Action Script, a computer programming language. Action Script is a very
useful platform as it integrates a graphical interface, similar to CAD systems
with photo editor programs, and it also incorporates the use of a
programming language AS in order to self-script the necessities required.
It is important for the student to understand that a computational
language is all the time encapsulating very basic issues from the physical
and natural environment. A simple line, for example could represent a rib, a
column or two geometrical points in a space. Then to draw a simple line in a
CAD system could take five seconds from click on the right icon to draw the
line. On the other hand to draw a line in a programming language could
take, with a basic knowledge in scripting, up to half of an hour. This
comparison has not been explained in order to demonstrate that
programming languages are slower than primitive CAD systems but to
demonstrate that very simple functions developed at CAD systems could
take ages when scripting them in a programming language. [Figure 4]

Figure 4. Component variation generated via AS programming language

The difference then, has to do more with the capacities of the whole
computer programming system at a higher level of thinking. For example the
short and bigger difference from a primitive CAD system to parametric
design software lies in the fact that in the second case we can finish a
project and then change the global or whole system just by changing a
parameter in a local environment. Then in a CAD system by moving or
changing a parameter, the specific software will not generate a change in the
whole system. Even if at the beginning of an architectural design project to
work at parametric design level could become more tedious or complex, at
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the very end this will allow us to generate in a considerable short span of
time a lot of possible permutations for that specific architectural project and
even more to get a more proper relationship with the material performances.
As a consequence, working at the lowest level of computing i.e.
computer programming languages, will become the best way to generate
what we really want to create or even more to design in a way that never one
thought or conceived before, as we are typing text instead of drawing lines
in a paper or with a mouse.[Figure 5]

Figure 5. Space-time evolutionary component code system

Scripting instead of drawing is completely changing the way in which an
Architect could begin a whole process of design, build and materialize a
project. When we script a process we are also enabling both digital and
physical capacities for that specific design to become non constrained but
responsive and dynamic. The features of responsive and dynamic systems
don’t rely only in the aesthetical design itself but else in the capacities of
that specific design to respond to different spatial relationships through the
performative combinations of single component systems.
4.1
FIRST
DIGITAL
PROGRAMMING

CASE

STUDIES

THROUGH

COMPUTER

After understanding these fundamental and very basic aspects of
evolutionary systems in natural and physical organisms, students are taught,
through a seminar in programming languages, how to script their own rules
with simple text instead of drawing something.
Through a text written in a particular environment, known as computer
programming interface, students learnt how to script a rotating object. In
doing so, researchers needed to understand positions on the interface i.e.
“x”, “y” and “z” axis. These positions were related not only to the object
itself but also to that position in motion and in relation to the mouse, where
mouse was leading the variation of the whole computer generated code in
terms of space and time related to the objects on the screen.
Programming languages are not difficult to understand in order to script
something because they use very simple and logic rules similar to those
described by physical and natural systems. Therefore students needed to
understand the very simple logic of computer programming as most of it is
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based on conditional statements. For example: “if it rains the yard will get
wet”. The conditional statement at that sentence will be “if it rains” more
simple “if” then we get a result or conditional statement, which will be “will
get wet”. As simple as this result, in computer programming we frequently
need to evaluate conditions [Figure 6], as in the physical environment, we
always need to confirm statements in order to get a reply or response to that
first condition.

Figure 6. Component system variation through AS code programming (from left to right
codes and work developed by Raymond Rophie and Ari Nestel)

As I mentioned before programming languages work with text and they
have three mainly different kind of text. First text, normally represented by a
different color, depending on the programming language used, reserved
words, which basically means words that have been previously chosen by
the interface’s writers in order to define a specific condition or action, for
example “x”. The second kind of text will be variables, which are always
defined by a user. These variables will use the same color of the rest of the
text, which normally will be black. They will be recognized for the
programming language during the whole code, as specific text linked to
functions or conditions. The third kind of text includes all the text not
related to the two before.
The seminar in Action Script is related to a specific condition of
movement through rotation of something in a physical environment. The
basic code states as describe in Figure 4.
After a general understanding of what that specific code does and how it
works, students began to modify, alter or reconfigure the primitive code
through geometrical and text algorithm relationships. Geometrical
algorithms are generated in relation to space and time. In other words a
volume or geometrical object generated in a specific time can’t occupy the
same space and the same time, even though in a digital space an object can
intersect another one, but when we are designing an integral relationship
between structure, function, form and material, the conception of an object
drawn in a digital space is completely different.
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5. Geometry, pattern and connectivity.
Exploration in scientific research means the attempt to develop an initial
understanding of some phenomenon, which is already known, but whose
properties or areas of exploration could be visualized in so many and
different ways. Then exploration vs. experimentation is the word describing
student next work stage. This work must be synthesized as geometry i.e.
point, lines, surfaces or volumes from the simple code to the generative
environment of mathematical geometry. Pattern is the result of connecting
similar or different geometrical elements that at the same time respond to
the primitive code. [Figure 7]

Figure 7. Physical model – emergent pattern resultant (work and model developed by Manuel
David, Dany David and Marianela Quinzañoz)

Different patterns could be synthesized as homogeneous, periodic,
chaotic and non-periodic.
Connectivity is the last criteria of our explorations and analyses through
the use of computer programming in geometrical and mathematical
algorithms. In a physical environment for example, natural and physical
micro-scale system connects in order to generate an organism i.e. the
material structure of an individual. This connection is made up in order to
generate an integral an embedded topology [Figure 8]. This topology
correlatively interconnects structure, function, form and material with
simple rules built at a genotype level. When these rules interact with the
environment or physical space they become a phenotype. Both genotype and
phenotype are intimacy related. For instance the same genotype will not
manifest the same physical features if released in a different environment.
Therefore connectivity will become the most important feature of the whole
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system, as it will be joining components in a way in which these will
interact with each other in a local, regional or global scale. The way students
will assemble their systems will be the way the organisms will respond to
the physical environment.

Figure 8. From topological structure to emergent capacities (work and model developed by
Raymond Rophie, Ari Nestel, José Semah and Maripaz Coto)

6. From digital programming to digital fabrication and material
assembling techniques as an integral embedded process for
architectural design
As I mentioned before regarding how natural and physical systems interact
with each other in order to create a whole organism, students aimed
different prototypes that could be emphasized as integral and embedded
processes from digital programming to digital fabrication and material
assembling techniques. [Figure 9]
I do believe computer science is a very different way to understand our
physical environment, at least a different one from the physical space itself.
At this stage it is important to mention that a digital environment allows us
to have a better understanding of a physical space. Certainly this doesn’t
mean digital is better than physical or vice versa, but at least, we can
compare what happens in one environment with the other one.
It is also important to note that for our research team is not the digital
environment the most important one, as one can deduce that digital is the
base and the only way to go through it. However in our research line the
most interesting and overwhelming criteria is to understand the physical
space and generate easier forms to create embedding processes for design
and fabrication. [Figure 9, 10]
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Figure 9 and 10. Physical model prototype – Integral component definition design (work and
models developed by Dany David, Marianela Quinzañoz and Manuel David)

7. Integral prototype systems.
From current capacities based on generative design to automotive processes for
architectural design.

The staring point of the summer architectural design program was in a
general view related to generative design processes. However these
generative design processes were not a way to decorate or generate the
whole design, as the name may have emphasized. However for students,
who had no previous criteria of computer programming and CAD / CAM or
CAE systems, it was a way to understand these kind of technologies, which
are more and more related to the present and upcoming processes for
generative and automotive design. [Figure 11, 12]
The last part of the program was to emphasize, understand and analyze
different permutations, component capacities and the application of the
generated components. These processes will include, but were not limited,
to compare the possible uses in contemporary architecture. Moreover these
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processes emphasize the way their systems could apply basic and simple
functions in order to evolve in a future time.

Figure11. Component permutation capacities and material performances (work and
model developed by Isaac Maya and David Levy)

Figure12. Full-scale prototype – component system variation and material
performative permutations (work and model developed by Isaac Maya and David Levy)
7.1 FUTURE WORK

Our research line is entirely and deeply related to the contemporary uses of
technology and more important how technology changes will affect and
modify industry and science. In doing so our criteria is more and more
related to the features of an organism i.e. the material structure of an
individual. On the other hand how complex systems could evolve in a future
time with the use of material techniques and the knowledge of digital
technologies. That’s the reason why most of our future designs could be
seen as material processes generated by arts and craft techniques, since at
the end, the way things are connected is the way things must perform.
[Figure 13]
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Everything is information the difference lies in the way it is processed.

Figure13. Full-scale prototype – component system variation and material performances
(work and models developed by Ari Nestel, José Semah, Maripaz Coto and Raymond Rophie)
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encourage and confront our own ideas in order to make them evolve. Manfred Eigen
a Nobel laureate prize once said: “The evolution of a man is due to necessities and
overall to opportunities in life”. So here, once again thanks to all of you for this
opportunity to demonstrate that physical, digital and logical process maintain a close
relationship, which are the base for aiming an evolutionary architecture either in
practice and education and this could represent an important way of focusing
architectural development for future generations.
Keywords: CAD education, computer science, emergent and material systems,
interactive design, evolutionary systems
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